WORKPLACE EXCELLENCE PLATFORM
Cloud-based real-time modelling
of work practice change
Real-time analytic
workplace modelling
Continuous Net
Present Value
projections of work
practice change
Dynamically
view the impact
of reprioritising
resources

Organisations everywhere are
scrambling for growth in an
increasingly complex and volatile
business atmosphere.
As they seek a trajectory for success,
what must business leaders do to help
them successfully manage uncertainty
and complexity, and ultimately foster
growth?
The answer lies in making precise
investments designed to drive cost
efficiency through productivity and

agility, pre-empt scarcity, and seek
targeted innovative approaches to
work practices.
But, optimising agility needs a clear
understanding of the way your
organisation interacts. Business
support functional leaders (HR, IT,
and Property) must work in unison to
deliver an enduring change in work
practice performance—something that
can often be notoriously difficult to
achieve.

Our Workplace Excellence Platform taps into vast analytic,
KPI and metric repositories to model your change investment
scenarios.
And then see the impact of change initiatives in realtime.

Workplace Excellence Platform

Assess impact of real
estate consolidations
Automatically assign
and track KPI’s to
owners
Comprehensive
business intelligence
reporting and project
planning

Industry-leading workplace analytics
transferred to a cloud platform
Our precision
Workplace Excellence
Platform eliminates
uncertainties of
creating operational
agility and delivers;
Dynamic cost control
Increased staff
effectiveness
Enhanced corporate
competitiveness

For over 17 years, we have worked
with more than 350 organisations
using our industry-leading analytic
capability to deliver precision Net
Present Value scenarios for controlling
costs, increasing staff effectiveness
(i.e. productivity), and enhancing
corporate competitiveness—all
delivered inside just a few weeks.

Now, following a two-year
development, we have transferred
our analytics, capability maturity
modelling, metric and KPI repositories
to our unique Workplace
Excellence Platform®—a cloudbased capability for delivering work
practice change scenarios in realtime.

The Platform draws on our vast
repositories of HR, IT, and Property
KPI’s, and integrates both your specific
metrics together with those of your
key vendors to create your unique
dashboard of work practice change.

operational agility and model the
impact of reprioritising resources,
juggling lease breaks, deploying
technologies, changing HR practices,
and much, much more—and instantly
see the Net Present Value cost
control impacts and timelines for your
organisation.

For the first time you can eliminate the
investment uncertainties of creating

Workplace Excellence Platform

A true step-change in delivering
workplace and work practice change
See precisely
whether that
lease-break makes
economic sense?
What HR practice
changes are
needed to realise
enterprise-wide
web conferencing
adoption?

Take the guesswork and uncertainty
out of workplace change
Our Platform shows whether seizing
that lease break opportunity will
deliver the actual financial gains you
are hoping for? Or what HR practice
change it takes to get enterprisewide adoption of collaborative
conferencing? Or see the precise
NPV gains from creating an agile
workplace? And much more.
Instantly see performance gains

and resource impacts. A new
location, product or service is being
considered — see the implications
and immediately generate executive
reports, presentations and project
plans.
Real-time workspace utilisation
assessment
A separate module is available
for the Platform that employs
automated integrations to measure
actual workspace use in real-time.

Does introducing
a new technology
deliver the
anticipated gains —
what’s the resource
impact?
What is the current
optimum workspace
density — what
should it be in the
future?
What productivity
gains can be
achieved and how to
measure them?
Much, much more...

Unique sensor technologies
A unique sensor capability provides
real-time value by unlocking the
data you need to make smart
decisions. See how real-time sensor
data helps you optimise asset
performance, tune productivity, and
improve quality of life.

19mm x 19mm x 2mm sensors with
a 15 year install & forget battery life
and a 100 metre broadcast range
allows you to constantly collect
workplace data, gain insights into
operations and make data-backed
decisions in real time.

Workplace Excellence Platform

Workplace Excellence
Platform options are;
Automated real-time
workspace utilisation
module
One-off workplace
analytic and/or
continuous ongoing
dynamic workplace
modelling.
Consultant-led and/
or self-assessment
engagement.

New to Quora — find out more
Quora is a unique 100-person
business consultancy, whose forte is
inspiring business leaders to transform
workplaces and work practices through
precision analytics, real-time workplace
modelling and substantial research.
Our analytics help organisations focus
limited resources on critical decisions.
We provide frontline leaders with
Net Present Value clarity to ensure
effective investments are made in
such areas as:- attracting and retaining
talent, optimising space configuration

and location, deploying technology
innovations, enhancing staff creativity
and productivity, and making fluent
social, ethical, & environmental
decisions.
Our work combines an array of
organisational analysis models,
statistical frameworks, methodologies
and benefit realisation planning,
integrating internal and external data
to predict future workplace behaviour,
events, demands, and optimise
forward investments.

Put simply, our
Workplace Excellence
Platform helps you
focus your limited
resources on critical
investment decisions.

Quora Consulting
Kingwood Common
Henley-on-Thames
Oxfordshire RG9 5LX
United Kingdom
Phone: +44 1491 628654
E-mail: info@quoraconsulting.com
Precision analytics for work futures

Workplace Excellence Platform

Want to learn more?
Book a live 30-minute demo
today – online or face-to-face.
You have nothing to lose!
To book you demo, email us at
john.blackwell@quoraconsulting.com
or call +44 1491 628654

